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Abstract The present work studies the different effects in

the contact surfaces subjected to fretting movements and

electric current flow on an austenitic stainless steel. The

main purpose is to establish a relationship between the

energy dissipation by friction and the energy dissipation by

the Joule effect as well as the synergetic effects. As this

type of contact is often used in a large number of small

connectors, especially on the interface of printed circuit

boards, there is a significant interest in studying the entire

problem. Austenitic stainless steels have some properties,

mainly the low oxidation rate, that, allied with relatively

low cost and availability, qualify this type of material for

this specific task. The fretting tests consisted in recipro-

cating movements on a sphere-on-flat-surface contact

geometry. Both specimens were made of AISI 304 stainless

steel. The electric current was kept constant during the

entire test at various set values, ranging from 0 mA (no

current), corresponding to no energy dissipation by the

Joule effect, to 120 mA. The addition of energy in the

contact by the Joule effect increases the oxidation of the

contact surfaces, inducing wear acceleration in both spec-

imens by synergetic effect. A synergetic model was

introduced in order to quantify individual contributions to

total wear volume, which is composed by mechanical wear,

a Joule effect parcel of wear and an incremental factor of

degradation due to the combined effect.

Keywords Fretting � Friction � Tribology � Electrical
contacts

List of symbols

#F Flat surface Poisson’s ratio

#s Spherical surface Poisson’s ratio

a Spherical wear scar radius (m)

a1 Contact radius (m)

A Energy ratio

d Imposed displacement (lm)

dc Displacement of the compliance (lm)

de Elastic displacement (lm)

ds Slip displacement (lm)

f Fretting frequency (Hz)

FF Friction force (N)

GF Flat surface shear modulus

GS Spherical surface shear modulus

h Height of the wear scar (m)

I Electric current (A)

Q Tangential force (N)

R Spherical surface radius (m)

Ra Roughness average (lm)

Rk Core roughness depth (lm)

Rpk Reduced peak height (lm)

Rq Root mean square roughness (lm)

Rvk Reduced valley depth (lm)

Rz Mean roughness depth (lm)

RSk Skewness

V Voltage (V)

VC Spherical cap wear volume (mm3)

VF Friction wear volume parcel (mm3)

VJ Joule effect wear volume parcel (mm3)

VT Total wear volume (mm3)

DVE Incremental factor of degradation due to the

combined effect (mm3)

Fe Friction force-dissipated energy (J)

Je Joule effect-dissipated energy (J)

ET Total dissipated energy (J)
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Ke Elastic contact stiffness (N/m)

Kc Compliance stiffness (N/m)

1 Introduction

The fretting phenomenon, which is mainly governed by

vibration sliding and one or more wear mechanisms, like

thermal expansion or alternating loading, is one of the main

causes of failure between mated surfaces subjected to

vibration. It is characterized by relative movement between

two surfaces, typically in the range of microns, depending

on the dimensions of the mated surfaces. The worn surface

caused by this type of wear is similar to the contact

interface geometry with directionality marks [1, 2]. Tan-

gential fretting consists of a reciprocating linear relative

movement of two mated surfaces, where the contact is

maintained on a specific zone under displacement of the

order of microns (very small compared with the contact

surfaces) [3–5].

Further, the classification of fretting regimes by Vingsbo

and Söderberg [6] can be divided into partial slip, gross

slip, and mixed slip regimes. The partial slip regime is

viewed as a small sliding area (peripheries) and a large

sticking area (centre) in the contact, resulting in closed

cycles of friction force versus displacement plots (fretting

cycles). The gross slip regime occurs when the total contact

area or the majority of it is under sliding and results in open

cycles of friction force versus displacement plots. The

mixed slip regime is a combination of the previous two

regimes, as a result of a change in the contact conditions

during the test [5, 6].

The fretting can be analysed by two kinds of models: the

Archard model and the energetic approach. The Archard

model is suitable for low variation of the friction coeffi-

cient and is based on a direct relation between applied load

and wear volume [7]. The energetic approach is based on

friction-dissipated energy which varies during the work

duration [8–15].

The performance of electric/electronic connectors is

strictly connected to fretting behaviour, namely the varia-

tion of electric resistance. Most published studies focus on

the influence of coatings and surface treatments on elec-

trical endurance of noble and non-noble metals with very

good electrical conductivity [16–23]. Therefore, since the

determination of electric resistance is directly related to

interface contact materials, the fretting regime has an

extremely important role in electric performance [16–18],

whether in the preservation of coatings, maintaining a

third-body-free interface, or expelling wear debris. Also,

electric resistance can be predicted by the stabilized con-

tact slip [17] and a resulting cycle span amplitude which

allows a cross-comparison between different test rigs [16].

The influence of current flow on connector performance

is usually a key parameter addressed by research on electric

and electronic fretting [20, 22], in part because there are

limit working conditions for these types of components but

also due to the direct relation between electric resistance

and current load considering the same power source, add-

ing the known synergetic effects of dissipation mechanisms

in electrical conductors [24].

There is a significant notorious relation between the

amount of energy input to the contact and the wear beha-

viour and electric performance [19], but most work

undertaken in this field focuses on either the friction-dis-

sipated energy or the direct influence of current flow, dis-

regarding the energetic input and combined contribution.

Nowadays, stainless steels are widely applied in the

electric and electronic industries, mainly due to the com-

bination of their low cost and good mechanical, oxidation,

and electric properties. These specific type of steels are

commonly used when a good elastic behaviour is needed

like spring contacts, high elastic modulus, but also battery

contacts, particularly coin batteries. A few studies focus

directly on this specific application, although the analysis is

usually not multi-parametric or does not focus on the

fretting phenomenon, thus limiting the application of the

results [8, 25–28]. Some authors [29, 30] have studied the

behaviour of stainless steels when surface modification

treatments are applied.

Oxide formation usually dictates the behaviour presented

by these types of contacts, depending on the temperature,

atmospheric composition, and amount of available water as

well as the contact parameters [27, 31–34]. In this contact

situation, the friction of the two surfaces resort on a plastic

removal of particles through asperity contact, also

increasing temperature to the point of rapid oxidation of the

particles removed. These oxides are mainly iron compounds

because even with a high chromium content on the alloy,

the amount of iron in the composition is far greater and

available for the immediately formed wear particle, a sim-

ilar process as shown in [35]. The oxides that are expected

to be found in a steel contact should be iron oxides (Fe2O3

and Fe3O4) [27] and as we could find in a previous work

[36], although the formation of these compounds is closely

related to alloy elements and/or with surface modification

techniques [27, 31, 32].

Also, there is a distinction between oxides that are

beneficial (protective films) and those that are harmful

(damaging debris) [31]. Some oxidation models of unlu-

bricated sliding friction suggest a slightly higher tempera-

ture on the contact than on the bulk body [37], and other

theories have established that a number of the contact

plateaux (with a significantly higher temperature than the

remaining surface) oxidize to a critical thickness that is

dependent on Archard’s wear rate [37–39]. These models
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enable the determination of the contact temperature and

oxidation parameters through measurement of the oxide

thickness and computer modelling. Moreover, the influence

of bulk temperature is evident in this phenomenon, typi-

cally with a depreciative influence on the consequences

because of the forming temperatures of oxidation material,

in addition to the thermal dissipation effects to which the

contact is subjected [21, 24].

The main purpose of this research work is to establish a

relationship between the energy dissipated by friction and

the energy dissipated by the Joule effect and establish a

synergetic effects model of the behaviour of contact sur-

faces subjected to fretting movements and electric current

flow of austenitic stainless steel against itself.

2 Materials and Experimental Procedures

2.1 Materials and Specimens

The specimens used in the present work were all made

from AISI 304 (DIN 1.4301) stainless steel, whose chem-

ical composition and hardness are shown in Table 1. The

material selection was due to the similarity with electric

and electronic applications.

Figure 1 displays the microstructure of the stainless

steel etched with methanolic aqua regia, typically the

austenitic grain boundaries (dark lines) and some

agglomeration of M23C6 carbides (dark spots), composed

fundamentally of precipitates of alloying elements. The

austenite’s medium grain size is around 44.2 ± 7.4 lm.

The stationary specimen presents a flat geometry (par-

allelepiped) and the moving sample a spherical surface

with a radius of 4 mm, obtained by mechanical confor-

mation from a 0.8-mm-thick sheet.

Every test specimen was polished in a routine beginning

with sandpapering and completed with the use of a 3-lm
diamond finishing suspension in order to ensure a uniform

and even contact surface through all the samples.

Every test specimen presented very similar surface

conditions due to the preparation process. The character-

istic roughness parameters are shown in Table 2.

2.2 Test Equipment

The tribometer used imposes a reciprocating movement

(tangential fretting) induced by a piezoelectric actuator.

The normal force is applied directly on the upper specimen

holder by a spindle–spring system and is measured by a

load cell (Fig. 2). The piezoelectric actuator has a built-in

displacement meter but due to the system deformation it is

necessary to measure the relative displacement as near to

the contact as possible, so it is quantified by a resistive

sensor on the lower specimen (fixed flat specimen). The

lower specimen holder is supported by a piezoelectric

tangential load cell, forming a bridge between the sample

holder and the reference base of the equipment, allowing

assessment of the friction force.

Also, part of the test apparatus is a standalone electric

current supply circuit and measurement, Fig. 3, allowing

the supply of a constant electric current and monitoring of

the electric resistance. This circuit power supply terminals

are solidary with the specimen holders, and so, the electric

current is supplied and measured directly to the specimens.

The entire process is controlled and monitored by com-

puter, specifically with a LabVIEW interface.

A displacement sensor is used near the contact in order

to disregard the deformation (elastic effect) of the actuator

transmission, which is not perfectly rigid, to allow the

application of the normal load (Fig. 2). The resistive dis-

placement sensor measures the sliding near the contact,

which, due to the effect of compliance, that is, system

elastic deformation, is different from the imposed dis-

placement [40, 41], as presented in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the slope of the dark fretting cycle, which is

equal to the stiffness, is due to deformation of the system

and can be used to correct the values of displacement.

Fig. 1 AISI 304 microstructure

Table 1 AISI 304 properties
Chemical composition (%) Vickers hardness

C Si Mn Ni P S Cr N HV0.2

0.07 1 2 8–10.5 0.045 0.015 17.5–19.5 0.11 185 ± 9
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The imposed displacement is characterized by three

components as presented in Eq. (1) and illustrated in

Fig. 4.

d ¼ de þ dc þ ds ð1Þ

where de is the elastic component of the displacement

considering a Hertzian contact, dc represents the displace-

ment of the compliance, and ds is the slip displacement.

The elastic and compliance components are calculated by

Eqs. (2) and (3) [40, 41].

de ¼ Q� Ke ¼
Q

8a1

2� mS
GS

þ 2� mF
GF

� �
ð2Þ

dc ¼ Q� Kc ð3Þ

Given the previously presented assumption which states

that the system compliance can be corrected by the fretting

cycle slope, the system stiffness comprised between the

displacement measuring points can only be assumed

because the elastic stiffness of the contact is much higher

(Ke � Kc) [42]. Consequently, the resulting displacement

can be calculated by Eq. (4).

ds ¼ d� dc ð4Þ

Fig. 2 Contact zone schematics

and equivalent rigidity diagram

Fig. 3 Electric current supple circuit

Fig. 4 Theoretical representation of compliance influence, dark with

compliance and grey without compliance

Table 2 Roughness parameters
Ra (lm) Rq (lm) Sk Rz (lm) Rk (lm) Rpk (lm) Rvk (lm)

Mean 0.049 0.058 -0.050 0.296 0.147 0.033 0.036

SD 0.001 0.001 0.021 0.011 0.006 0.003 0.001
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Referring to the fretting cycles presented in the next

section, the value of compliance stiffness Kc is 0.49 N/lm
and every fretting loop as the calculated energy per cycle is

presented without the influence of the system compliance.

2.3 Procedure

The tests are only initiated when every sample has been

cleaned in an ethanol ultrasonic bath prior to assembly on

the tribometer. Both flat and spherical specimens are

assembled, the contact is established, the desired normal

load is applied, and then, the environmental chamber is

closed. The desired current is applied, and the remaining

test parameters are defined according to the specific trial

requirements (displacement, frequency, and number of

cycles).

Electric current values of 0, 10, 35, 60, 90, to 120 mA

are considered, selected based on the application and

desired result of Joule dissipated energy contribution. The

remaining parameters are the same for each test, with an

oscillating frequency of 10 Hz, 2 GPa of maximum Hert-

zian pressure, an imposed displacement of 40 lm, imposed

by the piezoelectric actuator with a triangular wave type,

50 % relative humidity, and the number of cycles set as

10,000, selected based on previous experiences, desired

application and equipment characteristics.

Subsequently, the specimens are observed in a Philips

XL30 TMP scanning electron microscope (SEM) and in the

EDS elemental analysis for oxidation examination (EDS)

EDAX—Genesis XM2, keeping the debris on the wear

scar. Before measuring the wear on each specimen, both of

them are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath to remove the non-

adherent wear debris. Finally, the flat specimens are

scanned by 3D laser profilometry with a Mahr-Rodenstock

RM600-3D instrument, and the data are post-processed in

Gwyddion. The spherical specimens are photographed with

an optical microscope, and then, the volume of the spher-

ical cap (volume removed from the specimen) is calculated

according to Expressions (5, 6):

h ¼ R�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � a2ð Þ

p
ð5Þ

VC ¼ 1

3
� p� h2 3R� hð Þ ð6Þ

The energy dissipated by a cycle is equal to the work

realized by the friction force, so, in order to determine their

total amount, it is necessary to integrate the fretting cycles

throughout the test, as expressed by Eq. (7):

X
Fe ¼

I
d
FFdx ð7Þ

The energy dissipated by the Joule effect in each cycle is

determined by the power and is equal to (8):

Je ¼
V � I

f
ð8Þ

3 Results and Discussion

In our understanding, the electric current should increase

the immediate contact temperature, as it is well docu-

mented and even modelled [24]. We could not evaluate

experimentally the evolution of the temperature in the

contact due to dimension restrictions and because drastic

temperature changes are confined to the real contact

dimension, since the material dissipates reasonably well the

heat. Off course, this translates to a very slight increase in

temperature regarding the already present friction contri-

bution, concluding in the analysis of partial contribution of

energy, but specifically increasing the oxidation of

particles.

The current flow in the contact significantly altered the

coefficient of friction (Fig. 5), increasing it to an average

value that was three times higher than that without current

flow. However, with a further increase in current from 10

to 120 mA, the friction coefficient remained almost

constant.

An analysis of the test behaviour and results shows a

wear trend of the synergetic effects of the dissipation of

energy by friction and by the Joule effect (Fig. 6), where

k = 4.82 ± 1.32 9 10-6 mm3/J. The mean value and

standard deviation were obtained by a linearization model

described in [43].

The addition of energy dissipated by the Joule effect

increased the amount of wear in the contact, possibly due

to the heat increase in the contact, as might be expected

from the current flow. Even so, due to the large increase in

the total amount of energy, which increased by the current

load, the wear volume only displays a slight growth,

indicating a different contribution for the two energy types.

In fact, previous results [36] show that the effect of the

energy dissipated by friction is around three orders of

magnitude higher than the energy dissipated by the Joule

effect. This can be seen from the difference in the wear

rate, where the total amount of energy dissipated contri-

bution in the contact is k = 4.82 9 10-6 mm3/J, and the

slope has the tendency presented in Fig. 6, while the

energy dissipated by friction contribution alone is

k = 1.05 9 10-3 mm3/J, as observed in Fig. 3 of [36].

This means that, considering the same amount of energy,

much more wear is produced if the energy was dissipated

by friction.

When the composed wear rate is analysed, slope and the

Y intercept, the law from friction-dissipated energy alone,

Fig. 3 of [36], the Y intercept is ten times lower than the
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slope (wear rate) allowing the dismissal of the intercept

term. That is not the case when energy dissipated by Joule

effect is included, where the Y intercept is three orders of

magnitude higher than the slope, meaning it cannot be

dismissed and demands a physical clarification.

So, to better understand the synergetic effects, the Joule

effect contribution to wear was separated from the friction

contribution using a synergetic approach common in tribo-

corrosion studies as seen in [44, 45]. In the present case, the

total wear volume will be the summation of the mechanical

wear (friction), VF, a Joule effect parcel of wear, VJ, and an

incremental factor of degradation due to the combined

effect, DVE, Eq. (9), therefore resulting in a synergetic

model.

VT ¼ VF þ VJ þ DVE ð9Þ

In Table 3 is presented a decomposition or identification

of the model effects contribution based on the different

apportions of energy contributions, where friction and

Joule effect energy are isolated from each other.

The separation of friction contribution to wear, Eq. (10),

and synergetic model Joule effect parcel of wear plus

incremental factor due to the combined effects, Eq. (11),

are shown in the last columns.

VF ¼ 1:05� 10�3
� �

� Fe ð10Þ

VJ þ DVE ¼ VT � VF ð11Þ

Figure 7 represents the Joule effect parcel of wear and

incremental factor due to the combined effects, respectively,

the Joule effect wear rate k = 3.15 9 10-6 mm3/J and

incremental factor of 1.02 9 10-3 mm3/J previously justified.

Regarding a similar linearization model, the wear rate

mean and standard deviation is k = 3.15 ± 1.38 9

10-6 mm3/J. When the wear coefficients of the two singular

contributions to wear are compared, it is obvious that the

input of Joule effect energy is three orders of magnitude

lower than friction contribution. Even so, the incremental

factor is of the same order of magnitude than the friction

contribution and this addition to wear is the action of just

adding electric current to the contact.

Fig. 5 Friction coefficient

evolution with electric current

Fig. 6 Total wear volume

versus total energy dissipated
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The contribution of energy to the total amount of wear is

parcelled in Fig. 8, and the very different contributions of

the synergetic approach model can be identified. The val-

idation of the synergetic model is tested through the

delimitation of each parcel contribution against the

experimental wear results.

Therefore, to predict the wear generated in this type of

contacts subjected to electrical current, the following

equation can be used.

VT ¼ 1:05� 10�3
� �

� Fe þ 3:15� 10�6
� �

� Je þ 1:02

� 10�3

ð12Þ

Specimens are represented in Figs. 9 and 10 for every

test condition, and both wear-zone images were taken

immediately after the tests, therefore containing the

majority of wear particles of each trial.

Detailed observation of the contact surfaces by SEM

revealed that the wear was governed by surface oxidation

(Figs. 10, 11). However, in some cases, the oxidized par-

ticles form more adherent platelets, which are highlighted

on the figures for the tests at 35 and 90 mA. The other test

conditions displayed more dispersed particles around the

contact. The EDS analysis of the wear debris, Fig. 11,

showed the same type of ferrous oxides as previous works

[36], Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 and very low content of chromium,

deriving from the alloy content because, as previously

stated, even with a high chromium content on the alloy the

amount of iron in the composition is far greater and

available for the immediately formed wear particle. Anal-

ysis result was very similar in every test, from EDS to

presentation and morphology.

Further analysis of the evolution of electric resistance

during tests (Fig. 12) also shows an increasing tendency,

especially two tests at 35 and 90 mA, which present the

most atypical behaviour and higher mean values (Table 4).

The higher values of resistance (Table 4) originate from

the degree of compaction and presence in the contact for

those specific tests.

It is perceptible that the types of oxides present in the

contact dictate the major behaviour aspects of the contact,

from wear to electric performance. Looking at the 35 and

90 mA tests, SEM observations show an oxide layer that is

much more compact and close to contact, leading to

increases in friction and electric resistance (Figs. 5, 12;

Table 4). This oxide layer is harder to remove and pro-

motes lower slip with a higher friction coefficient, reveal-

ing a smaller contribution of energy dissipated by friction

(Table 3) and decreasing wear loss (Fig. 6). Even with

these constraints, the difference in electric current is too

Fig. 7 Wear volume versus

Joule effect-dissipated energy

contribution

Table 3 Wear contribution decomposition

Test current

(mA)

ET (J) Fe (J) Je (J) VT (mm3) VF (mm3) VJ ? DVE

= VT - VF (mm3)

10 0.79 0.49 0.29 1.51 9 10-3 5.19 9 10-4 9.92 9 10-4

35 23.29 0.26 23.03 1.35 9 10-3 2.72 9 10-4 1.07 9 10-3

60 31.62 0.61 31.01 1.71 9 10-3 6.44 9 10-4 1.06 9 10-3

90 76.33 0.30 76.03 1.80 9 10-3 3.16 9 10-4 1.49 9 10-3

120 135.81 0.72 135.10 2.09 9 10-3 7.51 9 10-4 1.34 9 10-3
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high to alter the evolution of total energy dissipated,

leading to a more or less linear tendency.

Finally, the synergetic effects between friction-dissi-

pated energy and energy dissipated by the Joule effect are

pinpointed in the previous analysis. From the wear repre-

sentation, it is obvious that the increase in the electric

current has a cumulative effect, adding to the friction

energy effect (Fig. 6) but altering the cumulative energy

trend. When an amount of energy similar to that dissipated

by the Joule effect is added to the friction parcel, there is an

immediate increase in wear due to the rise of temperature

and consequent rapid oxidation of the wear particles (in-

cremental factor of degradation due to the combined effect

just by adding a minimum amount of current). Although

the addition of a similar amount of energy promotes rapid

wear growth, the continual rise in wear values can only be

obtained by a very high increase in the electric current and

consequent Joule effect energy (low contributing Joule

effect parcel of wear). The main reasons for this perfor-

mance are the low and indirect influence of the sliding

contact parameters from the electric current flow, which is

the main governing mechanism for particle detachment,

rearrangement, and removal. In further detail, the contri-

bution of friction-dissipated energy is, in the present situ-

ation, divided into plastic deformation, with a major role,

and particle oxidation, with a minor role, whereas the Joule

effect energy can contribute only to the oxidation. Actu-

ally, the assumption will be that energy dissipated by Joule

effect, because of its much greater amount, would increase

temperature (oxidation and wear) that much higher but the

fact is the energy density should be lower, when compared

to friction contribution, because is much more distributed

on the entire contact as opposed to the localized situation

caused by stress distribution on the contact (not uniform).

This slight increase depends on the increasing oxidation

rate, a consequence of the early contact temperature rise,

Fig. 8 Total wear volume

versus synergetic approach

parcelled contribution

Fig. 9 Wear zones analysed by

SEM for 0 mA: a spherical

specimen, b flat specimen
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Fig. 10 Wear zones analysed

by SEM: on the left spherical

specimens and on the right flat

specimens. a, b 10 mA, c,
d 35 mA, e, f 60 mA, g,
h 90 mA, i, j 120 mA
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which in turn increases the electrical resistance and coef-

ficient of friction due to the availability and chemical

composition (Fig. 12). Because the Joule effect energy has

little control over the sliding phenomenon, the rise of the

electric current and consequent oxidation can induce very

rapid impedance growth if a steady state of particle

removal is established. This tends to worsen with com-

paction of wear particles comprised within the contact

(Fig. 10c, d, g, h), reaching undesired impedance values,

which in turn can cause system breakdown or electric

current surge.

4 Concluding Remarks

The study establishes the following conclusions:

• The introduction of electric current tends to increase the

amount of wear volume in the contact and the

coefficient of friction, with a significant increase at

low current but also with low specific energy dissipated

by the Joule effect wear rate.

• The average electric resistance is higher when the

current is present due to availability and the degree of

oxidation of wear particles.

Fig. 11 EDS analysis of the

10 mA test

Fig. 12 Evolution of electric

resistance during the tests

Table 4 Mean electrical resistance value

Test current (mA) 10 35 60 90 120

Resistance (X) 2.97 18.65 8.66 9.56 9.31
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• The increase in electric current tends to intensify the

oxidation rate, mainly be a rise in the interface

immediate temperature.

• The contribution of energy dissipated by the Joule

effect to wear is three orders of magnitude lower than

the friction-dissipated energy contribution.

• A synergetic wear model was presented where total

wear volume results from the summation of the

mechanical wear (friction), a Joule effect parcel of

wear, and an incremental factor of degradation due to

the combined effect. The incremental factor acts as a

direct addition just by introducing electric current in the

contact (Eq. 12).

• The model can also be applied to a wear evolution

where a running-in period is present (different initial

trend), regarding that the y-intercept value is not that

significant when compared to the slope (wear rate).

• The dispersion and morphology of oxide layer dictate

the behaviour on the contact, especially the fretting

regime, altering the wear response, electric resistance,

and energetic contributions.
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